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Reviewer's report:

This paper as a meta analysis has significant limitations which should be considered in conclusion:

It is based 6 or 7 papers

Just two of the studies are prospective

Just English and Chinese literature are included

Data on cardiovascular survival is just based on two papers. The conclusion from these two papers, is that AS has more cardiovascular consequences than surgery! Which just shows very different populations in these two groups (sicker patient in AS group), and this can induce less overall survival of this group,

Which simply is based on their underlying condition, not the treatment method.

I think the best conclusion from the reviewed papers, is that: we need better prospective cohort studies with matched groups based on comorbidities and age, to be able to make any definitive statement about these different treatment methods.
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Please note that we may not be able to use your review if no comments are provided.
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Are the methods appropriate and well described to allow independent reproduction of experiments?
Please state in the ‘Comments to Authors’ box below what you think are the strengths and weaknesses of the methods (study design, data collection, and data analysis), and what is required, if anything, to improve the quality of reporting.
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Does the work include the necessary controls?
If not, please explain in the ‘Comments to Author’ box below.
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Are you able to assess the statistics?
- Are the statistical test(s) used in this study appropriate and well described?
- Is the exact sample size (n) reported for each experimental group/condition (as a number, not a range)?
- Are the description of any error bars and probability values appropriate?
- Are all error bars defined in the corresponding figure legends?
- Has a sample size calculation been included, or a description and rationale about how sample sizes were chosen?

Please can you confirm which of the following statements apply to your statistical assessment of the manuscript (Please include details of what the authors need to address in the ‘Comments to Author’ box):

There are statistical tests that I am unable to assess and recommend seeking additional advice (please specify which tests these are in the ‘Comments to Editor’ box)

Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?
If not, please explain in the ‘Comments to Author’ box below.
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Quality of written English
Please indicate the quality of language in the manuscript:
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